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EDUCATIONAL ACTIONS
With teachers
3 seminars with teachers on energy efficiency, & climate change were organized. More than 70 participants have taken part in the seminars. SPARE textbooks and information materials for school libraries were distributed.

Publications of Materials for Teachers

Participation of School Children in National Competitions
- City competition of school projects linked with the Mayors of the Bishkek city (I. Place: Bishkek city)
- National competition of school projects (II. Place: Cholpon-Ata city)
The action «the March of parks and reserves», with more than 200 pupils from SPARE schools.

PARTNER INITIATIVES
THE ACTION «THE WORLD FROM HEIGHT», BISHKEK, SEPTEMBER 2008
Within the framework of opening of an exhibition of J.A.Bertrana «the World from Height» on the central city area. A show was organized about solar energy for children and teachers from SPARE-schools (schools of Bishkek city and Chu valley was invited).

WORK ON POPULARIZATION
The video clip on energy-saving technology in partnership with the Ministry of Education was created.

Use of Solar Installations in a Life

WARMING OF WINDOWS
Participation in discussion and work on a bill on ВИЭ (the law has been accepted on December, 31st, 2008 N 283).
Consultations to the deputies of the Kirghiz Parliament concerning rationing ВИЭ and increase energy-saving technology.
Participation in discussion and work over the of Energy-Saving Program in the Kirghiz Republic for 2009 - 2015.
Participation in developing recommendations for modification of and additions to the customs code.
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